about us

About Us
Since our formation in 1997 we have established
ourselves as one of the country’s leading suppliers
of limestone products for the construction
industry.
Our aim at the start was to supply high quality
limestone walling and cut stone products to
developers of executive housing. Through time
and constant re-investment in high quality and
technologically advanced production facilities, we
have been able to expand our product range.
Probably our most significant investment was the
purchase of the famous Clipsham Medwells
Limestone Quarry. This has guaranteed our
supply of the finest quality limestone, and also
enables us to offer block stone to the
stonemasonry industry.

walling stone

Walling Stone
Our production facilities run 24 hours a day /
7 days a week to enable us to produce
1200m2 of walling stone per week.
It is produced using sawn, cropped and
tumbled techniques, a modern technique for
traditional looking walling stone. It is sawn
on two sides for ease of use, the face is then
cropped by guillotine leaving a textured face
exposing the shell formations, finally it is
tumbled to remove any sharp edges and
give a more attractive finish.
Each stone goes through strict quality
control before being neatly stacked on
pallets.
Our walling stone is 110mm on bed and we
offer four course heights; 140mm, 115mm,
90mm and 65mm in Clipsham, Greetham
and Ironstone. It is cropped in random
lengths for a traditional look.

Clipsham

Greetham

Ironstone

Masonry Stone
We manufacture stone masonry units for
the construction industry, every item is cut
to order, giving our customers maximum
versatility.

masonry stone

We have a team of skilled Master
Stonemasons on site, who can produce any
bespoke made to order pieces.
Cills
*(Standard size - 140mm (H) x 150mm (B))

Quoins
*(Standard size - 215mm (H) x 100mm (B) x 300mm (L))

Heads
*(Standard size - 215mm (H) x 100mm (B))

Keystones
*(Standard size - 215mm (H) x 100mm (B) x 150mm
(bottom) x 215mm (top) (L))

Plinth courses
*(Standard size – 140mm (H) x 150mm (B) (+ Chamfer))

Corbels
*(Standard size – 215mm (H) x 100mm (D) x 450mm (L))

Mullions
Jambs
Kneelers
Coping
Gable Vents
Pier caps
Balustrades
Name/Datestones
* Sizes stated are industry standard sizes; we manufacture
any size to order

Block Stone
We operate the Clipsham Medwell quarry, to
the north of Stamford in Lincolnshire. The
present quarry was opened in 1903 by the
Medwell family.

block stone

Blocks are extracted from the quarry face by
plugs and feathers after drilling. The quarry
has never been blasted, ensuring that the
blocks leave the quarry in perfect condition.
Clipsham Medwell quarry is unique because
the quarry beds that we extract walling stone
from (Beds A-F, collectively known as bed 2)
are very similar in colour and composition
maintaining continuity in our supply.
Beds 3 and 4 contain a hard limestone with a
close pore structure. Although physically
stronger, this stone is less durable in highly
exposed areas, thus these beds are ideal for
internal flooring.
Blocks available at 2 - 10 tonnes, with
approximately 12ft3 per tonne. Investment in
a Fantini bridge chain saw in 2004 at the
quarry allows us not only to supply premium
blocks, but also, sawn 2 side blocks,
minimising waste leaving the quarry.

Other Products
Wall Capping

Cock’n’ hen wall capping

Pitch face, half round capping

Flat masonry capping

Cropped Walling
We have stock of new and reclaimed limestone cropped
walling from the local area, which is ideal for extensions or
renovations to period properties or dry stone walls.

Indian Sandstone Paving
Natural sandstone riven flag stones quarried in Rajasthan, India. The flags high
strength and porosity gives excellent weather resistance and water absorption, making
them ideal for paving and patios, a cost effective alternative to York flagstones.

Other Products

Fireplaces
A brochure of our range of hand carved English limestone fireplaces
is available now.
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